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Fundraising Events
Rule No. 1
File a Campaign Treasurer
Appointment
All candidates must file a campaign treasurer appointment with the proper filing authority
before accepting a campaign contribution or making or authorizing a campaign expenditure,
including an expenditure from personal funds.
All political committees must file a campaign treasurer appointment before accepting or
spending over $500, and additional requirements may also apply.

Rule No. 2
No Raffles
Texas law allows only certain charitable and nonprofit organizations to conduct raffles to
support their charitable causes. An unlawful raffle may constitute illegal gambling, which may
carry criminal penalties.
For more information see: https://www.oag.state.tx.us/alerts/alerts_view_alpha.php?id=58&type=1 on the Office
of the Attorney General website.

Rule No. 3
No Cash Contributions
Over $100
Texas law prohibits a candidate, officeholder, or specific-purpose committee from accepting
political contributions in cash (excluding checks) that in the aggregate exceed $100 from a
single contributor in a reporting period.

Rule No. 4
Auction Activity
is Reportable
Donations to a candidate or political committee at a fundraiser are campaign contributions.
An item donated to be auctioned at a fundraiser is an “in-kind” campaign contribution. The
purchase of the item at the auction is also a contribution. Both the item and the purchase price
must be reported as political contributions.
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Rule No. 5
No Anonymous Contributions
Texas law requires filers to know the name of each contributor and the amount of each
contribution, even for small contributions. Do not “pass the hat” or use a contribution jar.
Depending on the filer and the amount of the contribution, additional information may be
required.

Rule No. 6
No Contributions from
Corporations or Labor
Organizations
Texas law prohibits corporations and labor organizations from making political contributions to
candidates, officeholders, and related specific-purpose committees. Contributions to GPACs
are also restricted. Limited exceptions also exist.
The prohibition also applies to other organizations, such as partnerships and limited liability
companies (LLC), if they are owned by a corporation or include an incorporated member or
partner.

Rule No. 7
No Contributions from
Foreign Nationals
The Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA) prohibits certain foreign nationals from
contributing, donating, or spending funds in connection with any federal, state, or local election
in the U.S., either directly or indirectly. It is also unlawful to help foreign nationals violate that
ban or to solicit, receive, or accept contributions or donations from them.

Rule No. 8
No Misuse of Government
Property to Campaign
Chapter 39 of the Penal Code prohibits a public servant from using government property,
services, personnel, or any other thing of value belonging to the government to obtain a
benefit or to harm or defraud another. The commission has held that the use of state
computers to prepare campaign finance reports, or to use state resources to gather information
for a campaign fundraiser, constitutes a misuse of government property.
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Note: This brochure is not intended to encompass all the rules, but is intended to give a broad
overview of the most common questions involving fundraisers. Be sure to check with the Texas
Ethics Commission and your local municipality for any additional limits that might apply.

In compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act, the publications of the Texas Ethics Commission are
available by request in alternative formats. To request an accessible format, please contact our ADA Compliance
Officer by telephone at 512‐463‐5800 or through RELAY Texas at 800‐735‐2989; or by mail in care of the Texas
Ethics Commission, P.O. Box 12070, Austin, Texas 78711.

The Texas Ethics Commission is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate in providing services or
employment.

Copies of this publication have been distributed in accordance with the State Depository Law and are available for
public use through the Texas State Publications Depository Program at the Texas State Library and other state
depository libraries.
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